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BOOK REVIEWS 
Laurent Decreusefond, Jon Gjerde, Bernt Oksendal, AH Siiltijman Ustiinel (eds.}: 
STOCHASTIC ANALYSIS AND RELATED TOPICS VI. The Ceilo Workshop, 1996. 
Progress in Probability 42, Birkhiiuser, Boston, 1998, xii+409 pages, ISBN 0-8176-4018-5, 
DM 268,-. 
The volume under review comprises twenty one papers contributed by participants of the 
sixth workshop on "Stochastic analysis and related topics''. These workshops, taking place 
every two years, at first in Silivri, later in Oslo, have become well known, in particular, 
for their proceedings containing many important contributions. Also in the present book 
various topics of current interest in stochastic analysis are addressed. Problems and methods 
coming from infinite dimensional analysis (as e.g. stochastic partial differential equations or 
tools of the Malliavin calculus) deserve being mentioned separately, but the reader finds also 
papers on stochastic control or probability models with p-adic probabilities. The volume 
opens with two very useful survey papers, based on invited lectures. The first on stochcistic 
delay equations is by S.-E. A. Mohammed, the second on backward stochastic differential 
equations and their applications to viscosity solutions of partial differential equations by 
E. Pardoux. 
Bohdan Masiowski, Praha 
V. Rovenskii: FOLIATIONS ON RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS AND SUBMANI-
FOLDS. Birkhauser, Basel, 1998, x+286 pages, hardcover, ISBN 3-7643-3806-7, DM 168,-. 
The book can be divided into two parts. The first part is devoted to the geometry and 
topology of riemannian foliations, while the second part deals with special submanifolds of 
riemanian manifolds. By a special submanifold we mean here (roughly speaking) a subma-
nifold endowed with a foliation. (They generalize e. g. ruled and tubular surfaces from the 
classical differential geometry.) It is a highlj' specialized monograph covering a wide variety 
of results from this part of differential geometry and including many results of the author 
himself. On the other hand, it can be quite well used by postgradxrate students in rieman­
nian geometry. The prerequisites necessary for reading this book are the basic knowledge of 
differentiable manifolds and familiarity with the basic concepts of riemannian geometry. For 
example, the theory of foliations is already explained from the very beginning. We can find 
here many examples. There are also many important comments concerning the contempo­
rary research and showing the relations to other branches of the theory. In the end thez"e 
are three appendices. Appendix A was written jointly with V.Topogonov and is devoted to 
the Topogonov conjecture. The references go up to 1996 and have 657 items. 
Jifi Vanzura, Brno 
J. H. Kwak, S. Hong: LINБAR ALGBBRA. Birkhäuser, Baseł, 1997, 384 pages, hard-
cover, ISBN 3-7643-3999-3, DM 58,-. 
The purpose of this book is to provide a basic introduction to łinear ałgebra, startíng 
with the very basic concepts (Hnear equations, matrices, Gauss elimination) and finishing 
with the Jordan canonicał form and the Cayìey-Hamiìton theorem. Topics covered include 
determìnants, vector spaces and bases, łinear transformations, inner products and orthogo-
nality, eigenvectors and eigenvalues, the spectral theorem for (compłex) normał matrices, 
and quadratic forms. The presentation is very rigorous and thorough and a lot of exercises 
are supplied, most of them with sołutions given at the end of the book. Last but not least, 
important applications are frequentły mentioned in control theory, optimization, PDE, ap-
proxiшation theory, computer graphics, etc, which makes the book especiałly suitabìe for 
applied science and engineering-minded audience. 
Miroslav Engliš, Praha 
Lokenath Debnath: NOLINEAR PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATЮNS FOR 
SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS. Birkhäuser, Boston, 1997, xvií+593 pages, hardcover, 
ISBN 0-8176-3902-0, DM 138,-. 
The book offers an introduction to nonlinear partial differentiał equations and methods 
of their resołution. The scope of the book is sufficientły łaгge to cover the most important 
probłems including nonlinear, mostly evolutionary partial differential equations. In twelve 
chapters the reader can find cłassical methods for solvíng linear partial differential equations, 
nortłmear modeł equations and their connection to variationa! principles, basícs of the theory 
of first order, quasilinear and conservation ław equations. Nonlinear dispersíve and reaction-
diffusion effects are widely treated, sołitary waves produced by nonłinear equations such 
as Schrödinger, Kłein-Gordon and Sìne-Gordon equations are surveyed. Finałły, asymptotic 
methods for sełected problems are presented. The book contains a surprisingły large amount 
of materiał, carefułly presented, on the basís of long lasting author's lecturing activìties. 
Rather then proofs the author presents ideas, expłanations, motivation by appìications 
in different fìeìds of science and, of course, many iłluminating computations. Up-to-date 
references and historicaì remarks aìlow the reader to quickìy penetrate a sełected field 
of interest. For getting acquainted with a concise survey of important issues concerning 
appłicabłe nonłinear partiał differentiał equations, one of the best ways is to read this book. 
It wiłł be appreciated not onły by higher łevel undergraduate university students but by 
postgraduates and scientists beginning their carreer in the fiełd as welł. A cłassicał course 
of anałysis is sufficient to read this book. 
Ivan Straškraba, Praha 
F.van Breugel: COMPARATIVE MBTRIC SEMANTICS OF PROGRAMMING 
LANGUAGES. Birkhäuser, Boston, 1998, 240 pages, ISBN 3-7643-3927-6, DM 138,-. 
The topic of this book is semantics for programming łanguages with nondeterministic 
constructions. This is an active research area, and the book provides an up-to-date picture 
of this fiełd. 
Nondeterministic constructions studied in the book range from simpłe nondetermmistic 
choice to dense choice. Nondeterministic choice arises naturałły in languages for concurrent 
programming (e.g., in the form of different execution order of statemeдts performed by 
different processors), whiłe the more compłicated dense choice arises in the łanguages deałing 
with real-time actions, Such constructs are important in modern languages, and studyìng 
their semantics brings new deep probłems. 
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Two basic approaches to semantics are the operationai and denotational semantics. The 
book takes simple languages containing the nondeterministic constructs and gives both the 
operational and denotationaí semantics for them, comparing and relating these different 
views. 
Traditionally, deвotatkmal semantics uses partial orders as basic objects, technicaUy rely-
ing on the least fixed point theorem. This book chooses another approach, developed by the 
Amsterdam Concurrency Group during the last decade. Иere the basic objects are metríc 
spaces, which opens the possibility of using Banach's fixed point theorem for contractive 
functions and símilar technical tools in place of the least fixed point for partial orders. 
Naturalìy, an advanced text "m this area is technically difficult. However, the book is 
very precise and welì written, which helps to ease this burden. The book is primarìly aimed 
at specialists in the area of semantics, but it is seìf-contained and can serve as a vaìuable 
reference for graduate students and researchers in related areas. 
JífíSgall, Praha 
J.Nohel, D.H.Sattinger (eds.): SELECTED PAPERS OF NORMAN LEVINSON. 
(Vols 1 and 2), Birkhäuser, Boston, 1998, xl+533+xxii+550 pages, DM 778,-. 
.This two volume set is devoted to Norman Levinson (1912-1975), one of the most re-
spected mathematicians in our century. 
The collection of Levinson's papers is divided into thematic parts: Stability and asympto-
tic behaviour of soìutions of ordinary differential equations, Nonìinear osciììations and dy-
namicaì systems, Inverse probìems for Sturm-Liouville and Scћrödmger operators, Eigen-
function expansions and spectral theory of ordinary differential equations, Singuíar pertur-
bations of ordinary differential equations, Elliptic partial diíferential equations and Integral 
equations in the first volume and Harmonic and complex analysis, Stochastic analysís, Ele-
mentary number theory and the prirne number theorem, The Riemann Zeta-functîon, Zeros 
on the critical line, Omega results for the Riemann Zeta-ftmction and MisceIIaneous topics 
in the second volume. 
A biography of N. Levinson is presented and some of the mathematical parts of 
the collection are commented by respectively B. Conrey, B. Levitan, J. Moser, J. Nohel, 
M. Pinsky, A. Ramakrisћnan, R. Redheffer, D. H. Sattinger, H. Sussman and E. Zeídler. 
This two volume set of Levinson's papers wili serve the rnathematicíans by showing them 
the influence of Levinson on mathematîcal research in our centuгy. The editors have done 
an excellent work. 
Štefan Schwabik, Praha 
Ernst Eberlein, Marjorie Hahn, Michel Talagrand (eds.): HЮH DIMENSЮNAL 
PROBABILITY. Progress in Probability 43, Birkhäuser, Basel, 1998, viii + 330 pages, 
ISBN 3-7643-5867-X, DM 148,-. 
The twenty papers included in the book under review were contributed by participants 
of a conference "High dimensional probability" which was held ïn Oberwolfach in the year 
1996. Let us quote a few sentences from the Editors' Introduction to the proceedings as 
they explain the intention of that meeting in a very clear way. "That conference followed 
a long series of meetings that were called 'Probability in Banach Spaces'. . . . One of the 
most remarkabìe featшes of the study of Probability in Banach spaces is that this study 
has given impetus to a number of methods whose importance goes far beyond the original 
goaì of extending limit laws to the vector vaìued case. . . . The papers in thís volume refiect 
the vítalíty and diversity of the newly evolvìng field. . . . Yet, most of the papers exhíbit 
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withpro oľs, are joinťd together by generai 
rftheщa te devoted to empirical processes. 
re in laк • tjf random cieшents and randoш 
pei <uЫf tiniug a sltort sc-lf-coдtamed proof 
the influence of tћe past through two coшmoii ingredieцts—high diшcnsious and the use of 
abstract methods." 
Indeed, the aгticles, all being fuil iengíћ pape 
approarh rather thai) by particiilar topícs. Matr 
but the reader can aiso find a papci oп ronveig 
sets by J. HoГfmann-Jorgensen or Ы. Ledoux's pa  
of the Gaussiaд isoperiшetric inequalìtз'. 
loo Vrì.-oè. Pralia 
S.D.ËІdehnan, N.V.ZҺitaraьhu: PARABOLIC BOUNDЛRУ VЛLUE PROBLEMS. 
Operator Theory, Advances and Applications. Vol.lül Birkћäuьei Basel, І99S. ЗІ2 pages 
ISBN 3-7643-2972-6, DM 238,-. 
The book is devoted to tћe theory of boiшdary vahľ- probleшs f,r paiabołic equaiioir-
and systems in a very general settiug. 
It sf arts with basic notions on paraboüc ^ysreшs in tћc seцse of Pctrovskii and Soloшl,o\ 
and geueraì initial aдd boшiđan vaíue probieшs, accumpanied with vttrious Шusrratiw 
exaшples. Chapter П has an auxiliary churaeler and contaiiis basic propeiiies of Lћe spare 
of distributions and of the isotropic and anisotropic Solюlev-Slobodetskii spaces H". H". 
Actioд of differential operators in t liese spaees as weìl as euшmutauon fomшias are incìudeci 
ІII Chapter III and form a basis for furtћer explanatioit. Cћaptei I\' forms the core ol tћe 
book. It is devoted to au anaiysis of boundary value prublems in a half-space, in tћe spaces 
of ordinary fцnctions and distribufions of arbitraxy fшitc order. Ooшpatibitky conditions 
of initial and boundary values are importaut for increasíug regularhy of solutions up to tb-
boundary and make essentiai use of doubly anisotropic -paces. ßouncìary value problems 
in cylindгical domains and some oť their appìications are siudied iu Cћapter V. Tìie resuits 
are geдeraiized to дoulocaì boundary value probieius. A survey of resuits on initial and 
boшidary vałue probiems in classieai spaces oґ continuous functions is given wifћouf proofs 
in Cћapter VI. Asymptotic beћaviour oťsolutions to modci pioblems and títeir stabШzation 
as time tends to infìnity ciose the exposition. 
The monograph provides a self-coдtaiued presentatioц of tlie tћeory and oíґers an insigłit 
into tћe subject in a geuerai context. it is addressed to icsearches uжf graduate students 
witћ interest ìn the boundary vaiue probłems. 
fhчia Petzeltová, Praћa 
C.Foias, A.E.Frazho, I.Oohbrrg. M. A.Kaaslшek METШO COXSTRAINED IX-
TERPOLЛTЮN, COMMÜTЛNT LIFTÍNG AND SYSTEMS, Operator Tћeory, Ad-
vances and Лpplications, Vol. 100, Birkhaüser. Bascl, 1998, G00 pages, DM 238,- . 
Tћe classical Nevanlinna-Pick proЫeш is to find (if possible) an analytic ґunction boun-
ded Ьy 1 on the open unit disc, witli prescribed vaiues at ñnitely шauy points. Tћe coш-
mutant lifting theorem, which is oдe of the шain resułts of tћe Sz.-Nagy-Foias diłation 
tћeory, made it possible to prove the interpolatiou resuits of Nevaдlinдa-Pick and others 
by operator theoretical methods. This approach has been ľuгtћer studied and essentially 
generalized. 
The monograph (which is a continuation of the previous book of Foias and Frazho ín 
tћe same series—-OT 44, 1990) prcscцts a unified approach to variotts interpolatíon results. 
It ineludes tћe operator-vaïued versions of tiie Nevanlinna-Pick problem, tћe Hermite-Fejéг 
probłem, the Neћari problem, the Sarason problem, and the two-sided Nudelman problem. 
The centrai result is the ''three cћains coшpìetioд tћeorem', whicћ щakes it possible to solve 
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also the иon-staiionary versious of 1ho above шentioned probìems. The motivation for this 
more general setting arises froш the JJ°° control theory. 
The book considers aìso explicit constructions of cenîraì solulions, paraшetrization of aìl 
solutions, and connections with the notion of entropy. 
The book is self-contained but the knowledge of the dilation theory is recommended. It 
wiil be íuteresting for a wide groiф of mathematiciatis and engineers. 
Vladimlr Müller, Praha 
/. Gohberg, R. Mennickcn, C. TrMer (eds.): DIPFERENTIЛL AND INTřXiRAL OP-
ERATORS. International Workshop on Operator Tlюory and Applications, IWOTA 95; 
Regensburg, July Зl-August 4. 1995. Operator Theory, Advances and Applications, 
Vol.102, Birkhäuser, Basel, 1998. 328 pages, hardcover, ISBN 3-7013-5980-4, sFr. 148.-
This is the first volume of the proceedings dedicated to the eighth workshop in the 
series IWOTA held at the University of RegensЪurg iu 1995. It contains a collection of 22 
contríbutions to the theory of differential and integral operators. They cover different aspects 
of linear and nonlinear spectral problems witii applications to ordinary differential, partial 
differential, evolution, pseudo-differential and integral equations. Seveгal contributions are 
alзo focused on the operator theory in spaces with indefinite metric, operator functions, 
interpolation and exteïision problems. The proceedings are cdited in a very good manner, 
all statements are pгoved in detail. The Ьook can be useful to a wide-ranged comшunity of 
readers interested in pure and appíied mathematics and physics. 
Milan Tvrdý, Praha 
/. Gohberg, R. Mennicken. C. Trelter (eds.): RECENT PROGRESS IN OPERATOR 
TЯEORY. International Workshop on Operator Theory and Applications, IWOTA 95, 
Regensburg, July 31™August 4, 1995, Operator Theory, Advances and Applications, Voì. 
103, BirkhäuserДìasel, 1998, 288 pages, sFr 148,-. 
The volume contains the second part of the proceedings of the Workshop on Operator 
Theory and Its Applications IWOTA 95, which was held at the üniversity of Regensbuгg. 
Germany, 1995. 
The conference was devoted to varìous aspects of linear and nonlincar spectral problems, 
In particular, the workshop was focussed on spectraì theory of differential operators, opera-
tor theory in spaces with indєfinile metrir, operator functions, interpolation aud extension 
problems. Applications in matheшatical physics, hydrodynamics, quantum niechanics and 
system theory were also considered. 
Thjs volume contains the contributions concerning various aspects of operator theory 
and its appìications; the previous volume (OT series, vol. 102) was concentrated especiaìly 
on diffeгential and integral operators. 
Vladimír Miiller, Pгaha 
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A.N.Kolmogorov, A.P. Yчshkevich (eds.): MATHEMATICS OP THE 19TH CEN-
TURY, Vol. 3, Birkhäuser, Basel, 1998, x+358 pages, DM 148,-. 
This ís the third volume of the translation from Russian of a survey of mathematics of 
the 19th century. The present (and last) volume contains a decription of the following fieids 
of mathematics: l.Function theory according to Chebyshev (written Ьy N.I. Akhìezer), 
2. Ordinary differential equations (on the basis of the manuscript of N. I. Simonov rewritten 
by S.S.Demidov), 3. Calculus of variations (written by A. V.Dorofeeva) and 4. Calculus of 
finite differences (presented by S. S. Petrova and A. D. Solov'ev). 
A very nice presentation of the story of aiì topics mentioned above. The role of Russian 
mathematicians is emphasized in the individuaì chapters. 
This book should to be read by ail mathematicians interested ìn the history of mathe-
matics in the 19th century. 
Stefan SchwaЫk, Praha 
S. ThangaveЫ: HARMONIC ANALYSIS ON THE HEISENBERG GROUP. Progress 
in Mathematics, Vol. 159, Bîrkhäuser, Basel, 1998, 208 pages, hardcover, ISBN 3-7643-
4050-9, DM 108,-. 
The Heisenberg group plays an important role in several branches of mathematics, and 
is in some sense the simpïest among the non-comnшtative Lie groups. In this excelient 
monograph, the author shows how the standard results of the classicai euclidean harmonic 
anaîysis, such as the Plancherel and the Paley-Wiener theorem, Wiener Tauberian theo-
rems, Bochner-Riesz means, muitipliers for the Fourier transform, etc, generalize to the 
Heisenberg group and what shape they take in this simplest non-commutative setting. 
The first ehapter covers the basic machinery of the Fourier and Weyi transforms, Herшite 
expansions and the representation theory of the Heisenberg group. The second chapter in-
troduces the sublapìacian and develops its spectrai theory, cuìminating in a version of the 
multipìier theorem for the Fourieг transform. The third chapter studies spherical functious 
and the sphericáì mean value operator, and in the last fourth chapter, the reduced Hei-
senberg group is introduced and some oť the results of the preceding chapters are improved 
in that context. The exposition ís lucid and skillfully written, and the required prerequi-
sites do not go beyond a good fosmdation of Euclidean barmonic analysis. For any reacìer 
interested in the analysis on the Heisenberg group, or non-commutative harmonic analysis 
in general, this will be a most welcome book. 
Miroslav Engliś, Praha 
K. Bichteler. INTEGRATЮN—A FUNCTЮNAL APPROACH. ßirkhäuser, Basel, 
1998, 208 pages, sFr. 68.-
The present book of K. Bichteler is a concise introduction to Daniell's approach to the 
construction of the (Lebesgue) integral. 
An introductory chapter (Review) starts the exposition. A certain version of the Weier-
strass approximation theorem is recalled with a review of the classical Riemann integration. 
This part of the book is in fact a link to concepts known from starting courses in real ana-
lysis. 
The core of the theory presented in the book is given in the second chapter (Extension 
of the Integral). It is based roughly speaking on the closure of step functions under the 
seminorm given by the Daniell mean. 
Measurability, Classical Banach spaces and Operations on Measures are the titles of the 
remaining chapters of the book. The construction of the integral given in the second chapter 
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is usєd, it is shown that in this way ciassicaì concepts can be presented with less effort in 
comparison with the usual approach based on the historical development of the subject. 
Problems and exercises are presented at many pìaces of the text, answers or hints for 
soíving some of the probíems are given at the end of the book. 
The present book of K. Bichteler gives an alternative look at tiie construction of tћe 
Lebesgue type ìntegration. It can serve as the source for an advanced course for graduates 
and aiso for mathematicians as a good reference for the Daniell approach to integration. 
Stefan Schwabik, Praha 
R. Beтndt, R. Schmidt: ELEMENTS OF THE REPRESENTATION THEORY OF 
THE JACOBI GROUP. Birkhäuser, Basel, 1998, 232 pages, DM 108,-. 
The group, which takes the name of Jacobi, is a semidirect product of a sympłectic group 
Sp(2n, R) with a Heisenberg group Hn(R), where ñ is a given comnшtative ring with unit. 
For n = 1, Sp(2,Л) is simpìy the group SЦ2.R) and ffi(Ä) is the group of 3 x 3 upper 
triangułar matrices with units on the diagonal and is denoted by G (R). For Я = Z, the 
ring of integers G (Ҡ) forms a frame for treating classicai Jacobi theta functions, tћeir 
transformations and the elliptic and abelian functions. Tћis classicaì theory has a deep and 
far-reacliing generalization to n dimensions, but this is not the aim of the book: it is devoted 
to the study of the group G (R) from tћe representation point of view. Tћe non specialist 
may wonder wћy to devote a monograph to one speciaì group. Tћe intrinsic justification 
seems to be the foiiowing: the generai theory of automorpћic forms and tћeir representations 
has been so íar dєvełoped for reductive algebraic groups. The Jacobi group, together with 
the Heisenberg group, is the most evident example of the non-reductive algebraic group and 
it is important to know what parts of the general theory exteud to the first more general 
example. In tłie global case (R is an algebгaic rшmber fiełd F), the theory for G (F) is 
aimed at the correspondence between automorphic representations on Jacobi forms and 
so it forшs a cornpiement to the fundamental book oц Jacobi forms by M. Eichler and 
D. Zagier. If R is a ìocaì fìeld (archimedean or not), compłete cìassification theorems for 
irreducible representations are obtained. From the other themes we recalł the foìłowing ones: 
Whittaker modełs, Hecke operators, the spћerical represeutation in the (local) p-adic case, 
the definition of tћeta functions in the global case. 
The book contains resułts of the authors' original research. Foг non specialists the reading 
of the book is diffìcult, it is largely determined for specialists and researchers in the field of 
algebraic groups. 
Jaroalav Fuka, Praha 
R.Séroul, S.Levy: TßX PRAXIS. Birkhäuser, Basei, І998, xiv+425 pages, DM 68,-. 
Tliis German version of a book devoted to TË-X ІS based on tbe Eвgiísћ transiation of 
tћe Frencћ originaï. 
TjÿX is our new way to communicate mathematics, it has many possibiiities and not aìì 
of us are patient enough to go into aìi tћe sophisticated details of D. Krшtłťs TEXbook. 
The present book represents an attempt to offeг an easy way to tћe basic constrnctions 
of PІaшTgX for mathematics togєther with instructive examples. A iaгge vocabułary and 
gìosчary accornpanies the text and there is rю doubt that tћis—frorn the didactic viewpoint 
uiceły presented—book will serve tћe mathematical writer. 
Stefan SchwaЫk, Praћa 
Arík Melikyan: GENERALIZED CHARACTERISTICS OF FIRST ORDER PDES. 
Applications in Optimal Control and Differential Games. Birkhäuser, Basel, 1998, 310 
pages,' DM 178,-. 
In the laзt 15 years, a general appгoach, based on the notion of viscosity solution to fully 
nonlinear first and second order partial differential equations, has been developed. This 
theory provides very general existence and uniqueness results foг a large class of probìems 
satisfying the maximum principle. Tћe present monograpћ ís devoted to the construction of 
tћe viscosity soìutions to the first order nonlinear equations based on the notion of singular 
characteristics. These represent a modification of the classical (regular) characteristics and 
solve a system of ordinary differential equations related to the origínal proЫern. Combining 
regular and singuiar characteristics one can construct the (nonsmooth) viscosity solutions 
to a vast class of noniinear problems. 
Chapter 1 is devoted to tћe basic theory of characteristics for problems possessing smootћ 
solutions. 
In Cћapter 2, generalized solutions and singular characteristics are introduced for the 
ffrst order nonìineax partiai differentiai equations. 
Cћapter 3 deais with concrete examples of equations arising in variatioxial caiculus, opti-
mal control theory and differential games. The differential games theory is further developed 
in Chapters 4, 5. 
In Cћapter 6, problems witћ nonsmooth Hamiltonians are attacked while Chapter 7 is 
devoted to the study of sћock waves developed by soìutions to the first order equations. 
In Chapter 8, some second order nonlinear equations in variationaì form are dealt with. 
Eacћ cћapter is supplemented by concrete exampìes and exercises. The book will be cer-
tainiy usefuì for researcћers as weii as students and post-graduate students in mathematics, 
physics and engineering. 
Eduard Peireisl, Praћa 
H. Bercovici, C. Foias (eds.): NONSELFADJOINT OPERATOR ALGEBRAS, OPE-
RATOR THEORУ, AND RELATED TOPICS. The Carl Pearcy Anniversary Volume, 
Operator Tћeory, Advances and Applications, Vol. 104, Birkhäuser, Basel, 1998, 201 pages, 
DM 138,-. 
The voìдme is dedicated to Cari Pearcy on ћis бOth birthday. It contains recent contribu-
tions to operator tћeory, nonselfadjoint operator algebras, theory of moments, and measure 
theory written by leading experts in tћe fìeid. 
Carl Pearcy has been one of tћe most influentiaì personalities in the operator tћeory. 
He influenced research in tћe operator theory not only directly through his work, but also 
indirectly through his numerous students. Many of the contributors of this volume are ћis 
former students or cołlaborators. 
Vladimѓr Müller, Praћa 
H. Begehr, H. Koch, J. Kramer, N. Schappacher, E.-J. Thiele (eds.): MATHEMATICS 
IN BERLIN. Birkhäuser, Berlin, 1998, xi+200 pages, DM 28,-. 
A survey of mathematical activitiєs in Berlin froni 1700 tíll the present time. Botћ tћe 
institutions connected wjth mathematics and the mathematicians wћo have ћad some re-
lation to Berlin are mentioned. The book was prepared for mathematicians attending the 
1998 International Congress of Matћematicians in Berlin. There are many înterestìng facts 
and also nice pictures of mathematicìans. 
Stejan Schwabik, Praha 
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Geoiye Gratzer. GFNERAL LATTICE THEOHA -si tond Ldition. New ajjpendi,, s 
by B A. Davey, R. Frees.-, B (bailer, Al Gteferatli, P Jipseu, 11 A. Priestjev. H Host. 
E. T Schmidt. S. P.. Schmidt, V WeJu uug. H. Will. Bnkhauser B„sef. 199S. GGG page-
liardcovei, DM 218, 
A lattice i- a veiv universal kind oi an ,tlg.-bia au<! like gi,„ij>s it ..., ms in many contexts 
Jiowevei, Die t h'-ojy of latt i. es is almo-,1 011 liogojial I o the th. ot v of ciottps with a compl. teiv 
diffeieiittvpeofdosttJts. Lattice theoty is ai,o a telaciv.-L ix-w bt am It of mathematics. Papers 
on this ropk were written in tlt< fiut h.df of this r. niun and iln- famous book by Gaijett 
Btrkholl appeared in 1910 (first edition), but oiilv in liJuc- it became a s-paiat" field of 
algebra vwfli mathematicians spt. i,.listing in u ijj.Jiidii.g „ Fadtut, e\pei( Geojge Gratzei 
Tlte field giew japidlv and wi)ttn0 a niojiogtaph tov.iing JK-V ostilts becaiu.- aluio't a 
necessity. Thus in 1978 the lust edition oi the leviewed book appealed Unlike the flas-ieai 
Biikhoif'= book which eoveied an exttemely large aie.t .,: li-lds ol tiimtitiiiic. vvhm the 
coitcejjf oi a lattice ottuis. Gratzei s book < oineutiate 1 mm - on th. 'iunei results of lattttc 
theory. Lattices were studied as c -pe< tal kmd oi tmive.sd algebras 
Already wlien the first edition .).),.-ated the immbei oi testjts in lattice theaiv was so 
gieat that it was haidly possibj. to .met die field com,.), telv in o.,e volume The select ion 
of topics and ic-suits. nonetheless wa< wry it presemat j..e In six tltajtteis (Firs! Concepts. 
Distiibutive Lattices. Congiuences mil ld.-uJ-., Modulai and Semimodtiiar Lattice, Vaiiefits 
of Lattices, Free Products) the thf-ot \ was developed giadually with < arefuliy written prods 
and many exercises 
The leviewed volume is the second edition of the book. In older to rover the gteat 
amount of new testtlts Gi.itzer added sf coral appendices to the onginal edition The first 
appendix comments further development in the areas . ow-ied in the chapters of the lust 
edition and is vviittett In himself I MI tin other 7 aj.jjendi. es Grat/er invited If experts m 
lattire theory. These mathematt. ians had wuMett mouogiaj.hs oi siirvev jiajters mi special 
topics m lattice theory. The apj.endices present mam results in then fields in a condensed 
font) in chajjters of an average length of lr) pages, l i te loj.ics are- Distriluttive lattices and 
duality. Congruence lattices. Continuous geometry Piojtvtive lattice geometues, Van. ties 
of lattices, l-iee lattices. Formal . oitcept analysis. The slvl" oi this jtart is ol the iorm of 
jtopular 'handbooks' which means c\ lot of theorems with no jjroofs The advantage ol it is 
a great variety of results; the disadvantage is titat it c aiinot be used as a textbook. 
Pauel Pudldk. Praha 
VS. Sunder. FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS SPECTRAL THEORY Rhkli.iuser Advcm 
red Texts Birkhauser, Basel, 190.S 21G p-tj.es. Jtaidcovei, ISBN 3-7(11,,-,r>o92~0, DM 78 
This volume is a textbook on lite staudaid fuudaiiKutais of functional analysis, fioni 
normed linear, Banach and Hilbert sjjaces (Cltajtters 1 2) to Jtasic ojterator theory up to the 
sjjoctral theorem for (bounded noimal and unbounded self-adjoint) operatois (Chapter^ 4-
5). Perhaps slightly less standard, in comparison to oilier textbooks at this level, is the 
inclusion of the basic theory of C" and von Neumann algebras (Chajjter 3). which makes it 
jjossible to give an elegant treatment of the spectral theoieiu. I he exj.osition is masterfully 
wi it ten and interspersed with numerous exercises Several appendices are also attached on 
the prerequisites from algebra, topology, measure theory etc., in older to make the book self-
contained. In the reviewer's opinion, this is a very nice book and a safe and lecommendable 
choice for anyone in need of an introductory course on functional analysis. 
Miroilau Englis, Praha 
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A.Balog, G. O. H Katona, D. Sza'sz, A. Recski (eds.): EUROPEAN CONGRESS OF 
MATHEMATICS. Budapest, July 22-26, 1996. Progress in Mathematics, Birkhauser, 
Basel, 1998, hardcover. Vol. 1: 334 pages, ISBN 3-7643-5497-6, DM 188,-; Vol. 2: 402 pages, 
ISBN 3-7643-5498-4, DM 188,-; Vols 1+2: 736 pages, ISBN 3-7643-5496-8, DM 318,-. 
The European Mathematical Society decided that European Congress of Mathematics 
should be held every fourth year, in the middle of the periods between International Con-
gresses of Mathematicians organized by the IMU. Each congress should have a unifying 
theme and there should be a large space for round table discussions devoted to important 
and hot topics concerning mathematics and its position in the society. 
The first ECM held in 1992 in Paris was a great success and a good start of the new 
series of summit European mathematical events. A new tradition was launched there to 
award prizes to ten young European mathematicians. 
The second European Congress of Mathematics was organized by the Janos Bolyai 
Mathematical Society in Budapest from 22nd to 26th July, 1996. The unifying theme of the 
congress "Unity of Mathematics" was well reflected by the choice of invited speakers across 
the range of mathematics and its applications as well as In the contents of their lectures. 
The proceedings of the congress are published in two volumes and contain addresses 
by J.-P. Bourgignon, President of the EMS, by G.Demszky, Mayor of City of Budapest, 
by A. Goncz, President of Hungary, and by G. O.H. Katona, Chairman of the Organizing 
Committee, characteristics of 10 prize winners, 40 lectures of the main speakers and of 
speakers invited to parallel sections, and comprehensive reports on seven round tables. No 
mathematical library should miss it. 
Jin Rdkosnik, Praha 
H. Amann. J. Escher. ANALYSIS I. Birkhauser, Basel 1998, x+445 pages, softcover, 
DM 48,-. 
The first volume of a proposed three volume introduction to Calculus written in German. 
It is based on the university lectures of the authors (Bochum, Kiel, Zurich and Basel, Kassel). 
An extensive introductory chapter is devoted to the fundamentals and the background 
of Calculus (logic, sets, mappings, theory of natural and real numbers, algebraic concepts— 
groups and homeomorphisms, rings, fields, polynomials, the concept of rationals, complex 
numbers and some basic things from vector spaces and linear algebra). 
The second chapter concerns convergence of sequences, series, completeness and every-
thing connected with these concepts. 
Continuity and continuous functions are dealt with in the third chapter. 
The fourth chapter is devoted to differentiation and the final fifth chapter deals with 
sequences of functions. 
This first volume of a comprehensive explanation of Calculus presents mainly the theory 
of real functions. The necessary theoretical background material is presented in full extent 
and at many places general concepts are presented which will be surely of great influence 
to the students in the study of advanced parts of mathematics, e.g. topology or functional 
analysis. There is a big number of exercises and the first volume of this basic work is 
promising a very good and deep comprehensive text for introductory studies in the field of 
mathematical analysis. 
Stefan Schwabik, Praha 
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